GAME CONTENT MODERATOR
Volt Workforce Solutions - Santa Monica. Full availability - including full-time shifts starting in
the early mornings, afternoons, evenings, and weekends (shifts vary.) $15/hr. Do you want to
get your foot in the door of one of the largest developer and publisher of video games? Start
ASAP at their Santa Monica facility. This position will start out remote and remain remote until
everyone returns back to the office. Therefore, you must be local to Santa Monica, CA as you
will be working onsite. Ensure Terms of Service compliance, legal compliance and safety of
content uploaded to the platform. Review user generated content according to the game’s
policies upholding a high standard of accuracy and quality. Identify and flag accounts that
require further policy enforcement. Add accurate metadata/tags to content items, identify and
escalate potential risks to relevant teams. Participate in frequent refresher training to always
conduct correct moderating policies. Make suggestions for improving efficiency. Draw up daily
activity reports. Maintain a high level of quality in each case that you review. Achieve weekly
productivity as part of daily workflow. Balance priorities of daily workflow tasks in line with
client needs. You may be required from time to time to support different products. Intermediate
IT skills preferred with the ability to quickly learn new tools (Excel, Word, Gsuite.) Demonstrate
stable job tenure. Strong spelling, grammar, and reading skills. Broad knowledge of current
national and international political, historical and social news. Strong emotional intelligence and
resilience. Comfortable with reviewing content that may be deemed inappropriate and/or contain
explicit material. Ability to deliver highest quality results while paying strict attention to detail.
Ability to be flexible and adaptable to meet changing business needs. Ability to work in a fastpaced environment with high volume and complex demands. Can remain positive during
challenging assignments. Dedicated, private home workspace free of distractions and
interruptions. Established home internet connectivity. Pass a standard background check.
To apply, email or call Jessica at 338-6152.
https://www.aplitrak.com/?adid=anJvc2Fkby4xOTAxMS40NzA3QHZvbHRiaC5hcGxpdH
Jhay5jb20

STORYBOARD COORDINATOR
Netflix Animation - Los Angeles. Captain Fall is an exciting new 2D (Dark Comedy) Adult
Animated Series by Executive Producer Joel Trussell. This role will report to our Production
Manager and act as a liaison with the leads and artists by supporting and tracking their work on a
day-to-day basis. Work with the PM and Directors to assess assignment timelines based on the
individual artists on the crew. Track and record statuses of thumbnails and storyboards, checking
progress against the schedule, and notifying the production team to any variations. Check in with
artists daily and make sure there are no problems or concerns. Ensure that artists and crew have
the materials needed to complete their work. Ensure that materials shipped to external partners
are correct, complete, and on time. Elevate any concerns on wellbeing or scheduling to the
Production Manager. Work closely with the Editorial department to transfer and ingest scenes
and sequences. Convert Storyboard Pro projects to XMLs for Editorial. Train other Coordinators
and Assistants as needed. Collaborate with grace, humility, inclusion, and open mindedness.
You'll Need: A proactive nature with an ability to multitask. Adaptability in a constantly
changing work environment. Experienced in Google Suite and Adobe Suite. Storyboard Pro
proficiency preferred.
Go to: https://www.netflixanimation.com/jobs/4721186002
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COSTUME DESIGNER
Never Land Film Productions LLC - Los Angeles. facebook.com/NeverLandFilmProductions
Temporary. Seeking Costume Designer/ Wardrobe Stylist to start ASAP. Micro-budget
RomCom feature shooting early Oct. 2020 in the San Francisco Bay Area.
Include a portfolio and cover letter indicating your interest in independent film production.
Go to: https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=3d08bb17151f1f36

2D ANIMATOR
Lineage Digital - Los Angeles. Contract. $500 - $1,000 a week. Create a simple animation that
tells the story of a heroic politician that brought down a tyrannical regime. We're looking for
something that can be created in a similar style to this video (style only, please disregard the
content): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7L6coVDg2Co
Send through links to current work or reels and rate per 1 minute of animation. Need
someone to start ASAP. https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=1b5943c490849bb1

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
BoxUnion - Los Angeles. digital.boxunion.com P/T, have the flexibility to work a varied
schedule as needed (weekend, holiday, early morning, late evening.) $15/hr. High School
diploma or equivalent. Assist the Management team in all applicable day-to-day operations of
the BoxUnion Digital studio. Strong work ethic, a team player mindset all while having the
ability to accept constant feedback in order to grow the team and business. Responsible for
meeting and exceeding expectations including, but not limited to setting up and breaking down
the set, filming, organizing and uploading livestream & pre-recorded content to our digital
website, adhere to BoxUnion operational standards and participate & engage with our
product/community. Set-up / Break-down any and all applicable filming equipment as needed.
Film & stream live classes. Film & record all digital content. Cue coaches during filming. QC
pre-recorded digital content. Maintain a clean & organized studio space. Keep all equipment
clean and organized. Log, title and upload all approved content to digital.boxunion.com.
Oversee the updating and accuracy of any and all back-end trackers. Build-out filming schedule
within the appropriate software(s) – LiveStream Studio & Vimeo. Create Private class links and
provide to the appropriate department. Update the Digital website on a daily basis. Work
closely with management team to ensure all procedures are being followed. Work with
management to develop and implement new operational procedures to streamline studio
operations. Attend and participate in all BU related training programs. Assist the Marketing
Manager with community outreach and lead generation. Passionate about health and fitness and
love our workout. Passion for production and/or digital marketing. Excellent problem-solving
skills. Able to prioritize and multi-task within a fast-paced environment. Initiate tasks and
perform duties without direction. Excellent communication skills and be able to work with a
wide range of personalities. Positive, can-do attitude. Friendly and professional etiquette.
Knowledge of Vimeo, IG, Facebook, TikTok, and/or other digital streaming services. Production
and postproduction experience. Editing capabilities on Premier, Adobe After Effects,
QuickTime, etc. Website design knowledge is a plus but not required.
Go to: https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=978b1126d8bca5f6
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